Explore all the recent updates to the Pluralsight Skills platform.

Stay ahead of the tech curve by joining our Pluralsight + A Cloud Guru product release webinar (opens in new tab) to introduce you to what's new in Pluralsight Skills and ACG.

In this article

Learner releases

Learner releases

Sandboxes
Learners with the labs add-on can now explore our in some of our most popular courses. Sandboxes provide a safe, provisioned environment in order to explore a given technology.

Certification prep
Skills can help you plan your path toward earning a certification in cloud technology. Explore the AWS (opens in new tab), Azure (opens in new tab), or Google Cloud Platform (opens in new tab) certification prep experiences from the Browse menu. These resource pages highlight certification requirements and how to schedule your exam—while also listing the Skills content you can use to learn, apply concepts hands-on, and practice for the certification exam.
Microsoft Azure Developer Associate

Learn what it takes to successfully execute on each phase of the cloud development process. This role will teach you how to define solution requirements and design, develop and maintain those same solutions.

Certification exam preparation for:
Exam AZ-204: Developing Solutions for Microsoft Azure

1. Certification Prep Path
   36h 26m · 20 Video Courses · 19 Labs · 1 Guide

   - Cloud Certifications: Microsoft Certified Azure Developer Associate
     Guide: 8m
   - Microsoft Azure Developer: Introduction to the AZ-204 Exam
     Video Course: 25m
   - Microsoft Azure Developer: Implement IaaS Solutions
     Video Course: 1h 48m
   - Provision and Configure VMs in Microsoft Azure
     Lab: 30m

2. Practice Exam
   Provided by Kaizen

3. View Important Details and Schedule the Official Exam
   Learn details about the exam from the official site.

If you need help, please email support@plursight.com for 24/7 assistance.